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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to conduct a comparison analysis of color in the

characteristics and image of Korea/China/Japan airline uniforms. Research subjects for this

research included 19 Korean, Chinese and Japanese airlines servicing the Incheon

International Airport in South Korea. The analysis methods are based on the Munsell Color

Order System and PCCS (Practical Color Coordinate System) tone classification in order to

examine the color characteristics. For the color image analysis, the present research

performed a positioning on Shigenobu Kobayashi's color images scale with adjectives in

order to compare the resulting differences.

As a result of the analysis, this research discovered the following; First, achromatic

colors were found to be used most frequently in flight attendant uniforms of

Korea/China/Japan. In Korean flight attendant uniforms, YR/Y, GY and B/PB/P; in Chinese,

R/PB, RP, YR/Y/GY and BG/P; in Japanese, RP, R/P/PB and Y/BG were found in order.

As for the main uniform colors, Korean flight attendant uniforms were found to be in the

colors YR, and R/GY/B/P; Chinese flight attendant uniforms, R, PB, and P/B; and

Japanese flight attendant uniforms, R, BG, B, RP and N. Second, Korean flight attendant

uniforms used W and It most frequently; China flight attendant uniforms, W; and Japanese

flight attendant uniforms, W and v. Regarding the main colors, Korean flight atteddant

uniforms used lt/g and v/p; Chinese flight attendant uniforms, v, dp and s/d/dkg; and

Japanese flight attendant uniforms, v/dkg and Bk. Third, after positioning each country’s

uniform color combination bars on the Kobayashi image scale, Korean flight attendant

uniforms showed classic images along with casual/pretty/elegant/chic images; Chinese

flight attendant uniforms displayed, casual images as well as, dynamic/gorgeous/chic/cool

casual/dandy images; and finally, Japanese flight attendant uniforms converyed dandy

images along with casual/gorgeous images.
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This research findings indicate that Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant uniforms

seek for differentiated image establishment by reflecting their own CIs and unique national

cultures in the uniform color marketing.

Key words : color characteristics, color combination image, corporate identity, flight

attendant uniform

. IntroductionⅠ

With the waves of globalization liberalization,

global tourism markets have grown steadily,

attracting increasing number of international

tourists. In this background, the tourism and

flight travel industries are becoming a key

strategy of each nation. Many airlines,

accordingly, are pursuing to establish a

differentiated brand image through overall bran

renewal as part of their key marketing strategies.

In building and communicating not just corporate

images but also national cultural identities, airline

uniform functions as a very effective means

(Misuk Lee, 2010). Colors, in particular, is an

immediate, emotional and visual element

perceived easier and faster than language and

has a stronger symbolic value than any other

types. Also each country seeks for its own

distinctive culture according to different

environments and traditions, hence, even though

it is the same color, it may deliver different

meaning and images depending upon the

socio-cultural contexts. In this sense, each

country airlines are using differentiated color

strategies. That is, once blue was just an

inseparable color in the aviation industry. Blue

used to be a dominant image code for uniforms

and other airplane designs before. But along

with the aviation industry advancement, airlines

started to use more unique and original colors

other than blue as part of their color marketing

strategies, reflecting their company CIs and

country cultures. Several neighboring countries in

North East Asia such as Korea, China and

Japan, sometimes show similarities each other

from their same root of culture, but more times,

they demonstrate mutually different unique

characteristics developed independently in

dissimilar environments, thoughts and

sentiments. Therefore, more researches are

necessary to better understand these three

countries' common and different cultural aspects

and compare their cultural identities.

In this recognition, the present research seeks

to perform comparison analysis among

Korea/China/Japan airlines' uniform color

characteristics and images as they are and

essential visual factors delivering and

establishing airlines own corporate images but

also national cultural identity. By doing so this

research aims to identify the three countries'

cultural characteristics and airline uniform color

and image features according to corporate CI

strategies. The analysis subjects herein are 19

Korea, China, and Japan airlines among the 40

airlines servicing the Incheon international

airport. The analysis subjects of this research

experiment are female flight attendant uniforms

frequently worn and reflecting airline CI colors

as finally selected after collecting each airline

uniform images from airline homepages and

relevant sites. Color data were classified into
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main color, sub-color, and accent color,

according to uniform color matching ratio. Then

color chip and RGB values were extracted from

digital images through Adobe photoshop CS2

eyedropper tool and converted to Munsell

Conversion (version 9.1.1) HV/C values.

For the color analysis, Korea/China/Japan

airlines' flight attendant uniforms were examined

based on Munsell color Order System and PCCS

(Practical Color Coordinate System) tone

classification. And for color images analysis, we

positioned samples on Shigenobu Kobayashi's

color images scale with adjectives to compare

resulting differences.

. Theoretical considerationⅡ

1. Uniforms and color images

Amid ever fiercer competition among

companies in the era of globalization, corporate

image improvement has been deeply explored,

placing corporate uniform designs as an

essential element for new corporate brand image

establishment. Unlike previous practices that

used to emphasize unity in uniforms and used

uniforms as a means to control, now uniforms

are regarded as an emotional corporate brand

strategy that satisfies both uniform wearing

employees and customers while enhancing

company images (Minjung Lee, Kim, Lee, & Lee,

2009). That is, in the modern society, uniforms

affect greatly to build up a corporate image,

thus functioning as an external variable to global

competition (H. Lim, 2005).

As globalization has accelerated, many airlines

across the world has renewed themselves and

changed attendant uniforms to better reflect

corporate images and their country cultures and

traditions while catching up with global fashion

trends. Air France and Korean Air are two

airlines leading such changes. The Air France

uniform designed by Christian Lacroix in 2005 is

unique in its gray and dark blue tones with a

red ribbon emphasizing femininity. With its blue

navy-tonned uniform, the airline expressed the

confidence and authority of flight attendants

responsible for flight safety (Mihyun Lee, 2013).

Korean Air also, has changed its cabin crew

uniforms 11 times since 1969, reflecting the

trend of time. In 2005, an Italian worldclass

designer, Gianfranco Ferré designed its uniform

with base colors of celadon green and beige to

give elegant but soft and bright impression and

help passengers feel more comfortable (Jeong,

Park, & Min, 2012). Ivory color is a similar tone

to the lower part color of Korean Air planes. It

can be viewed as its CI (Corporate Identity)

strategy to unify the plane color and the flight

attendant uniform color.

As such, CI color is a key to a company's CI

plans. As company logo, mark, and brand are

exclusive corporate assets, colors have become

a mighty marketing weapon representing

company images (Kwon, 2003). That is because

colors are a visual element perceived easier and

faster than languages. Colors are immediate,

intrinsic and more symbolistic than any other

types or forms, with a huge effect on corporate

profiting activities and image enhancement.

2. Korea/China/Japan's view on colors

and dress color characteristics

Colors, functioning as a visible cultural code,

are increasingly important for their symbolistic

expression of national and corporate identity in

the modern society. Dress colors, as well, are
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significant in expressing a wearing person's

images from a narrower perspective, and

signalling people and social identities from a

broader perspective (Lee, Kim, & Kim, 2006). In

this context, to perform comparison analysis

among Korea/China/Japan airlines' uniform color

characteristics and images, we, in this research,

examined previous literatures to look at

Korea/China/Japan's view on colors and dress

color characteristics.

Korea, China and Japan commonly have

ideological viewpoints of colors based on

Yin-Yang School theory in their color use and

interpretation. Yin-Yang School was popular

during the ancient Later Han dynasty which had

formed a mainstream in the East Asian color

use practices, influencing its building

arrangement, lifestyles, color usage and other

general cultural aspects before other ideas were

introduced in the modern contemporary period

(Kwon, Lee, Ahn, & Sung, 2005). The colors

developed under China's Yin-Yang School

(called 'eumyangohang') philosophy are divided

into the 5-Jung-colors and 5-Kan-colors,

Ohbangsaek (5-Direction-color or Korean

traditional five colors) is corresponding to

5-Jung-colors. Ohbang's jung colors are red

( ), blue ( ), yellow ( ), white ( ), and black赤 靑 黃 白

( ), and Kan colors ( ) are blue ( ), green黑 間色 碧

( ), yellow ( ), violet ( ), and red ( ).綠 硫 紫 紅

Ohbangsaek (5-Direction-color or Korean

traditional five colors)-based ideological colors

are most remarkably utilized in clothing.

Korea, China and Japan have formed

traditional color schemes based on diverse

colors and tones from Yin-Yang School's

Ohbangsaek (5-Direction-color or Korean

traditional five colors). Therefore, the

characteristics of traditional colors and tones are

similar in those three countries overall (J. Kim &

Kim, 2012). That is, Korea/China/Japan

traditional costume colors are commonly

Ohbangsaek colors including, R, YR, Y, and PB.

But in terms of color use frequency, Korea

showed Y; China, PB; and Japan, YR the most.

One of the most preferred colors in

Korea/China/Japan and a representative color of

China, and Japan is R and R was found to be

most frequently applied to Korea's traditional

costume. Korea was found to have often used p

and dp tones with large brightness gaps while

China showed dp tone and Japan, p, and g

tone the most. China was found to use dp tone

and s tone most often among the three

countries, expressing the strongest color images.

Japan used p tone and g tone in diverse colors

very often, showing its preference for dull and

murky colors in costume (Y. Kim & Lee, 2006).

The ratio of achromatic colors was the highest

and of them, black was at the top (J. Kim &

Kim, 2012). On the other hand, unlike China and

Japan where modern culture from the west was

introduced relatively earlier, Korea's modern

costume still maintained the Chosun Dynasty's

ideological color perspectives with higher

frequency of using Ohbangsaek and

decolor-centered R, Y, and PB. Modern China

and Japan costumes showed commonalities

such as frequent use of lower chroma colors

such as YR, in ltg, p tone and PB in g tone,

etc., and preference for s-tonend R color. China

was more distinctive in colors than tones from

Korea, and Japan. Its higher frequency of s, v,

dp-toned R colors made red as China's

signature color. Japan was characterized to

continue to use lower chroma in themodern era․
and higher frequency of YR, and PB. Korea,

unlike China and Japan, showed higher

frequency of lt, b tone rather than colors. As to

modern costume, Korea, China and Japan were
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discovered to have used similar colors one

another with slight differences in their color use

as Korea used more YR, and P color; China,

GY, and G color; and Japan, PB and achromatic

colors (Y. Kim & Lee, 2006).

According to Jo & Yoo(2012) in their research

on color sentiment of each country by using the

colors of natural environment, architectures,

traditional costume in 8 countries of the UK,

Netherlands, Russia Italy, Morocco, India, Japan

and Korea through Kobayashi color image scale,

Japan's color sentiment reflected loud contrast

with grayish or dull-toned neutral colors close to

achromatic colors and vivid-toned R, YR colors

because it reflected the unique climate of an

island country where the weather is not clear

and humid (Jo & Yoo, 2012), and Korea's color

sentiment preferred calm and natural colors as

they were in original raw materials, characterized

as using clear, fresh, mild, noble, rich and

flexible colors in general (Jo & Yoo, 2012). Also

the research of Jo & Yoo(2012) on red color

analysis according to tone classification system

of PCCS to identify the common aspects and

different aspects of the three countries reported

that Korea showed mid to high brightness and

mid to lower chroma in colors assimilating to

nature. For high chroma colors, the country

mainly preferred R-based colors and less

preferred Y-based colors. Korea presented higher

frequency of decolors, having much space to

pale-toned almost colorless space (Kwon & Kim,

2005). In the three countries' color use in

traditional costumes as researched by Y. Kim &

Lee (2006) on their common and different

aspects, chroma was highest in China, followed

by Korea, and Japan; brightness, Korea first, and

China, and Japan. For such differences, Mun (as

cited in Y. Kim & Lee, 2006) said that China

experienced more serious climate changes than

Korea so it preferred stronger primary colors,

and as Korea belonged to temperate climate and

was surrounded by stable environments of

mountains, the country showed preference for

high brightness and low chroma colors of soft

tones while Japan, with its humid air, actively

developed demitint colors (Y. Kim & Lee, 2006).

As such, Korea, China and Japan use

ideological colors and base on their unique

historical and cultural characteristics. Although

the countries are geographically very close to

each other, their natural environments are

different and their cultural developments are

different, thus implying similarities and

differences at the same time.

. Analysis of flight attendantⅢ

uniform color characteristics and

images of Korea, China and Japan

1. Subjects and method

The subjects of this research on

Korea/China/Japan airlines' uniform color

characteristics and images analysis, as shown in

Table 1, are 19 Korea, China, and Japan airlines

of the whole airlines servicing the Incheon

International Airport (Korea: Korean Air, Asiana,

Jeju Air, Jin Air, Eastar Air, T'way Air; China:

China Southern Airlines, Shandong Air, China

Eastern Air, Air China, Shimcheon Air, Shanghai

Air, Sichuan Airlines, China Xiamen Airlines;

Japan: Japan Airlines, ANA Air, Peach Aviation,

Air Asia Japan, Star Flyer). To acquire analysis

materials, we, in this thesis, collected

photographs of female flight attendant uniforms

in each airline homepage and related sites and

selected final 19 pictures of uniforms which
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were deemed to be frequency worn and

effectively reflect airline CIs. Here, considering

tone differences, we examined multiple pictures

to elevate clarity. According to the uniform color

matching ratio, colors were divided into main

color (exceeding 50% of the whole area),

sub-color(between 10% and 50%), and accent

color (not exceeding 10%) on the basis of S.

Lim and Lee (2013). Under this classification,

we collected a total of 74 sets of color data,

extracted color chip and RGB values from digital

images through Adobe photoshop CS2

eyedropper tool, and converted them into Munsell

Conversion (version 9.1.1)'s HV/C values.

For color analysis, we employed Munsell color

Order System and PCCS (Practical Color

Coordinate System) tone classification as the

basis for color and tone analysis. That is, color

characteristics were examined based on Munsell

Country Korea

Airline Korean Air Asiana Airlines Jeju Air Jin Air Eastar Jet T'way Air

Symbol·

Mark

Uniform

Color

Combinati

on Bar
B(lt)/Y(p)/W YR(g)/R(ltg)/PB(dp)

/Y(lt)/R(v)/W

YR(p)/W/YR(v) GY(lt)/Bk P(g)/R(dp)/W R(v)/Y(p)/W/GY(lt)

Table 1. Korea, China, Japan Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms

color scheme's 10 color including R (Red), YR

(Yellow Red), Y (Yellow), GY (Green Yellow), G

(Green), BG (Blue Green), B (Blue), PB (Purple

Blue), P (Purple), and RP (Red Purple). And tone

characteristics were analyzed based on Munsell's

HV/C values and PCCS tone classification table

including the 12 tones of v (vivid), b (bright), s

(strong), sf (soft), p (pale), ltg (light grayish), lt

(light), g (grayish), d (dull), dp (deep), dk (dark),

and dkg (dark grayish) and W (white), Gy (gray),

and Bk (black). Regarding color image analysis,

depending upon costume color ratios of more than

single color combination, we made color matching

bars and positioned them on Shigenobu Kobayashi

color images scale with adjectives which is

diversely employed in many areas such as fashion,

product, visual design, etc. For the objectivity in

the evaluation, we invited 3 fashion design experts

in the process herein.
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Table 1. continued

Country China

Airline
China
Southern
Airlines

Shandong
Airlines

China
Eastern
Airlines

Air China Shenzhen
Airlines

Shanghai
Airlines

Sighuan
Airlines Xiamen Air

Symbol·

Mark

Uniform

Color

Combin

ation

Bar

R(dp)/W/Gy/

RP(b)/RP(sf)/

PB(dp)/GY(ltg)

PB(v)/W/PB(b)

/YR(lt)

PB(dkg)/R(v)/WR(dp)/W/BG(dk)

/PB(dk)/

R(dp)/

GY(lt)/Y(dkg)

R(v)/YR(lt)/W R(v)/W/BK

/Y(lt)

RP(v)/PB(v)/W

/R(v)

P(d)/W/RP(dp)

/PB(dp)/YR(b)

Country Japan

Airline Japan Airlines Ana Airlines Air Peach Air Asia Star flyer

Symbol·

Mark

Uniform

Color

Combin

ation

Bar

BK/W/R(v)/PB(dp) BG(dkg)/P(ltg)/P(dp)/

RP(sf)

RP(v)/RP(p)/W/RP(v) R(v)/W
PB/W/Y(b)
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Table 2. Color Distribution of Korea, China, Japan Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency(%)

R YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP N Total

Main 6(8.1) 2(2.7) 1(1.4) 1(1.4) 1(1.4) 3(4.1) 2(2.7) 2(2.7) 1(1.4) 19(25.7)

Sub 2(2.7) 2(2.7) 1(1.4) 1(1.4) 1(1.4) 7(9.5)

Accent 5(6.8) 3(4.1) 4(5.4) 3(4.1) 1(1.4) 6(8.1) 2(2.7) 6(8.1) 18(24.3) 48(64.9)

Total 13(17.6) 5(6.8) 6(8.1) 4(5.4) 2(2.7) 1(1.4) 10(13.5) 4(5.4) 9(12.2) 20(27.0) 74(100.0)

2. Analysis results and discussion

1) Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniform color comparison

(1) color

Table 2 describes the results of examining the

colors of a total of 74 color data extracted from

Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniform images. Chromatic colors accounted for

73.0% of the whole uniform colors, and

achromatic colors, 27.0%. In the chromatic

colors, R (17.6%) was found to be used the

most, followed by PB (13.5%), RP (12.2%), YR

(6.8%), GY (5.4%)/P (5.4%), Y (4.1%), BG

(2.7%), and B (1.4%).

Main colors with most significant influence

over a color image were R, as preferred by 6

airlines of the 19, then PB preferred by 3

airlines while other 6 air carriers were found to

use YR, P, and RP, two of them each, and the

remaining 4 companies used GY, BG, B, and N.

This is not consistent with previous researches

examining the whole airlines for their color

characteristics where the main color of flight

attendant uniforms was found as PB than R.

This maybe because R is one of the most

uniquely preferred colors in Korea, China and

Japan.

To explain more country-specific color

characteristics of Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight

attendant uniforms, in Korean uniforms, achromatic

color (25.0%) was found to be used the most

and of the chromatic colors, R (20.0%), YR

(15.0%)/Y (15.0%), GY (10.0%), B (5.0%)/PB (5.0%)/

P (5.0%) were utilized in the frequency order. As for

main colors, YR, R/GY/B/P; sub-colors, R/Y, N;

and accent color, N, R/YR/Y/GY/PB in order

were used frequently (Table 3). That is, a flight

attendant main color for Asiana and Jeju Airlines

was YR; Korean Air, B; Jin Air, GY; Estar Air, P;

and T'way Air, R. Asiana, Jeju Air, Korean Air,

Jin Air, and T'way Air are using the colors of

their CIs as a main color for flight attendant

uniforms. This is to present airlines's corporate

philosophy and identity in a symbolic manner

while making a distinctive visual element from

other airlines. Eastar Air uses airlines C.I. colors

as an accent color in its flight attendant

uniforms, attractign more atttention.

China airlines' uniform, too, just as Korea's

airlines, used achromatic color (27.0%) the

most. In the chromatic colors, R (18.9%) and

PB (18.9%) were found to be used the most,

followed by RP, YR/Y/GY, and BG/P. As regards

main colors, R was found to be used the most,

then, PB, and P/B. In the sub-color, PB; in the

accent color, N, PB/RP, R, YR/Y/GY, and BG

used respectively in order of frequency Table 4.

That is, main colors of China Southern Airlines,

Air China, Shanghai Air, and Shimcheon Air were

found to use R; Shandong Air, and China

Eastern Air, PB; China Xiamen Airlines, P;

Sichuan Airlines, RP, respectively.
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Table 3. Color Distribution of Korea Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency (%)

R YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP N Total

Main 1(5.0) 2(10.0) 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 6(30.0)

Sub 2(10.0) 2(10.0) 1(5.0) 5(25.0)

Accent 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 4(20.0) 9(45.0)

Total 4(20.0) 3(15.0) 3(15.0) 2(10.0) 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 1(5.0) 5(25.0) 20(100.0)

R YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP N Total

Main 4(10.8) 2(5.4) 1(2.7) 1(2.7) 8(21.6)

Sub 1(2.7) 1(2.7)

Accent 3(8.1) 2(5.4) 2(5.4) 2(5.4) 1(2.7) 4(10.8) 4(10.8) 10(27.0) 28(75.7)

Total 7(18.9) 2(5.4) 2(5.4) 2(5.4) 1(2.7) 7(18.9) 1(2.7) 5(13.5) 10(27.0) 37(100.0)

Table 4. Color Distribution of China Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency(%)

R-based colors were most often observed in

China airlines' uniform main color. They are not

only consistent with each airlines' C.I colors but

also a representative color of the

five-millennia-long Chinese culture. They are the

most preferred colors by Chinese people. Next to

the R colors, PB color was also often utilized in

airlines C.I.s. As blue implies logicality and growth

potential and delivers a modern enterprise's

future-oriented images, many Chinese IT

enterprises increasingly choose the color recently.

Japan airlines' uniforms, similarly to Korea,

China airlines, showed achromatic colors

(29.4%) the most. Of the chromatic colors, RP

(23.5%) was found most frequently, followed by

R (11.8%)/P (11.8%/)PB (11.8%), and Y

(5.9%)/BG (5.9%). In its main colors, R, then

BG, B, RP, and N were utilized most often in

order and the most used sub-color was RP. As

for accent colors, N, P/RP, and R/Y/PB were

discovered frequently in order Table 5. This

means that Japan Airlines used N; ANA Air, BG;

Peach Aviation, RP; Air Asia Japan, R; and Star

Flyer, PB respectively for their flight attendant

uniform main color, consistent with their C.I.

colors. Japan Airlines chose full black for both

top and bottom and this is very rare in airline

uniforms. Such a decision maybe because Japan

held the highest achromatic color ratio of the

three countries' traditional colors and Japan's

color sentiment tilted toward black seems not

irrelevant to such a practice.

(2) tone

Results of examining the color tones of

Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniforms are shown in Table 6. W (21.6%) was

found to be used the most, followed by v, dp,

lt, p/dkg, b/ltg/dk/Bk, s/sf/g, d/Gy in order. In

the main color, v tone was the most and next

are dkg, lt/g/dp, dkg, lt/g/dp, and s/p/d/Bk in

order. In the sub-color, p was followed by

v/ltg/dp/Bk; in the accent color, W, then v/lt/dp,

b/dk, sf/ltg, and s/dkg/Gy/Bk in order.

As a result of investigating the tones of

Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniforms by country, we found that Korea

airlines' uniforms used, W and lt tones the most,
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Table 5. Color Distribution of Japan Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency (%)

R YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP N Total

Main 1(5.9) 1(5.9) 1(5.9) 1(5.9) 1(5.9) 5(29.4)

Sub 1(5.9) 1(5.9)

Accent 1(5.9) 1(5.9) 1(5.9) 2(11.8) 2(11.8) 4(23.5) 11(64.7)

Total 2(11.8) 1(5.9) 1(5.9) 2(11.8) 2(11.8) 4(23.5) 5(29.4) 17(100.0)

Table 6. Tone distribution of Korea, China, Japan Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency(%)

v b s sf p ltg lt g d dp dk dkg W Gy Bk Total

Main 6
(8.1)

1
(1.4)

1
(1.4)

2
(2.7)

2
(2.7)

1
(1.4)

2
(2.7)

3
(4.1)

1
(1.4)

19
(25.7)

Sub 1
(1.4)

3
(4.1)

1
(1.4)

1
(1.4)

1
(1.4)

7
(9.5)

Accent 6
(8.1)

3
(4.1)

1
(1.4)

2
(2.7)

2
(2.7)

6
(8.1)

6
(8.1)

3
(4.1)

1
(1.4)

16
(21.6)

1
(1.4)

1
(1.4)

48
(64.9)

Total 13
(17.6)

3
(4.1)

2
(2.7)

2
(2.7)

4
(5.4)

3
(4.1)

8
(10.8)

2
(2.7)

1
(1.4)

9
(12.2)

3
(4.1)

4
(5.4)

16
(21.6)

1
(1.4)

3
(4.1)

74
(100.0)

Table 7. Tone Distribution of Korea Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency(%)

v b s sf p ltg lt g d dp dk dkg W Gy Bk Total

Main 1
(5.0)

1
(5.0)

2
(10.0)

2
(10.0)

6
(30.0)

Sub 2
(10.0)

1
(5.0)

1
(5.0)

1
(5.0)

5
(25.0)

Accent 2
(10.0)

2
(10.0)

1
(5.0)

4
(20.0)

9
(45.0)

Total 3
(15.0)

3
(15.0)

1
(5.0)

4
(20.0)

2
(10.0)

2
(10.0)

4
(20.0)

1
(5.0)

20
(100.0)

Table 8. Tone Distribution of China Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency(%)

v b s sf p ltg lt g d dp dk dkg W Gy Bk Total

Main 3
(8.1)

1
(2.7)

1
(2.7)

2
(5.4)

1
(2.7)

8
(21.6)

Sub 1
(2.7)

1
(2.7)

Accent 2
(5.4)

2
(5.4)

1
(2.7)

1
(2.7)

1
(2.7)

4
(10.8)

3
(8.1)

3
(8.1)

1
(2.7)

8
(21.6)

1
(2.7)

1
(2.7)

28
(75.7)

Total 6
(16.2)

2
(5.4)

2
(5.4)

1
(2.7)

1
(2.7)

4
(10.8)

1
(2.7)

5
(13.5)

3
(8.1)

2
(5.4)

8
(21.6)

1
(2.7)

1
(2.7)

37
(100.0)

followed by v/p, g/dp, and ltg/Bk. For the main

color, lt/g, and v/p; for the sub-color, p, and

ltg/dp/Bk; and for the accent color, W, v/lt, and

dp were found in order(Table 7).

China airlines' uniforms also were found to use

W(21.6%) the most, then v, dp, lt, dk, b/s/dkg,

and sf/ltg/d/Gy/Bk in order. For the main color,

v, dp, and s/d/dkg; for the sub-color, v; and for

the accent color, W, lt, dp/dk, v/b, and

s/sf/ltg/dkg/Gy/Bk were observed in the

frequency order (Table 8).
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Table 9. Tone Distribution of Japan Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniforms frequency (%)

v b s sf p ltg lt g d dp dk dkg W Gy Bk Total

Main 2
(11.8)

2
(11.8)

1
(5.9)

5
(29.4)

Sub 1
(5.9)

1
(5.9)

Accent 2
(11.8)

1
(5.9)

1
(5.9)

1
(5.9)

2
(11.8)

4
(23.5)

11
(64.7)

Total 4
(23.5)

1
(5.9)

1
(5.9)

1
(5.9)

1
(5.9)

2
(11.8)

2
(11.8)

4
(23.5)

1
(5.9)

17
(100.0)

Japan airlines' uniforms chose W (23.5%) and

v (23.5%) the most, followed by dp/dkg, and

b/sf/p/ltg/Bk. For the main color, v/dkg and Bk;

for the sub-color, p; and for the accent color,

W, v/dp, and b/sf/ltg were frequently chosen in

order (Table 9).

2) Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniform color image comparison

Korea/China/Japan airlines' uniform color

arrangement bars were positioned onto

Kobayashi image scale for this research analysis

and we found that 5 bars were in a casual

image, 3 in a dandy image, 2 in each gorgeous,

classic, and chic images, and 1 in each

dynamic, pretty, elegant, cool casual, dandy

images (Figure 1). Such a result is different

from the outcomes of research Misuk Lee (2010)

reporting that airlines' flight attendant uniform

images were mostly in dynamic and modern

images, implying diverse kinds of different

images in Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight

attendant uniforms.

Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniform color images were studied by country

herein and we found that Korea had 2 airline

uniforms in the classic images, and 4 airlines in

each casual, pretty, elegant, chic images (Figure

2). In other words, Asiana and Eastar Air

belonged to classic images expressed with

adjectives such as classic, traditional, and

measured with their low brightness and lower

chroma color use. T'way Air shows high

brightness and high chroma color arrangement

to belong to the casual image area with image

adjectives such as 'dazzling, clear and pleasant'.

Korean Air uses high brightness, lower chroma

colors to fall under the pretty image expressed

as 'cute and sweet'. Jeju Air is in the elegant

image of being ‘elegant, fancy and refined’. Jin

Air is in the chic image of being ‘calm and

moderate’.

Whereas China was found to have 3 airline

uniforms positioned in the casual images, and 5

in the dynamic, gorgeous, chic, cool casual,

dandy images (Figure 3). That is, China

Southern Airlines, Air China, and Sichuan Airlines

were positioned in the casual images; Shanghai

Air in the dynamic images expressed with

adjectives such as ‘bold, dynamic, provocative,

and strong’; Shenzhen Air, in the gorgeous

images with ‘luxurious, rich, attractive and

mature’; China Xiamen Airlines in chic images;

Shandong Air in the cool casual image with

'young, active and safe’; and China Eastern Air

in the dandy images with ‘practical, solemn,

dignified and practical’.
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And Japan had 3 airlines located in the dandy

images, and the remaining 2 in the casual,

gorgeous images each (Figure 4). That is,

Japan Airlines, ANA Air and Star Flyer used low

Figure 1. Korea, China, Japan Airlines' Flight

Attendant Uniform Color Images

Figure 2. Korea Airlines' Flight Attendant

UniformColor Images

Figure 3. China Airlines' Flight Attendant Uniform

Color Images

Figure 4. Japan Airlines' Flight Attendant

Uniform Color Images

brightness and lower chroma color use to

position in the dandy images; Air Asia Japan, in

the casual images; and Peach Aviation in the

gorgeous images.
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. ConclusionⅣ

The discussion as above on the characteristics

and images of Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight

attendant uniform colors can be summarized as

follows:

First, Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight

attendant uniforms were more in chromatic

colors than achromatic colors. Of the chromatic

colors, R was found to be most frequently used,

followed by PB, RP, YR, GY/P, Y, BG, and B.

By country, achromatic colors were found to be

used the most in all of the Korea/China/Japan

airlines' flight attendant uniforms. It was followed

by, in Korea airlines' flight attendant uniforms,

YR/Y, GY, and B/PB/P; in China airlines' flight

attendant uniforms, R/PB, RP, YR/Y/GY, and

BG/P; in Japan airlines' flight attendant uniforms,

RP, R/P/PB, and Y/BG in order. As for main

uniform colors, Korea airlines' flight attendant

uniforms were found to be in colors as YR, and

R/GY/B/P; China airlines' flight attendant

uniforms, R, PB, and P/B; and Japan airlines'

flight attendant uniforms, R, BG, B, RP, and N.

All of the surveyed Korea/China/Japan airlines'

flight attendant uniforms were found to have

used their own CI image colors as main colors.

R, shown especially more frequently in China

airlines' main uniform color, is a representative

color of China and preferred the most by

Chinese people traditionally.

Secondly, as a result of examining

Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniform color tones, W was found to be used

the most, followed by v, dp, lt, p/dkg,

b/ltg/dk/Bk, s/sf/g, and d/Gy in order. As for

main colors, v; sub-color, p; and accent color,

W were most often utilized respectively. By

country, Korea airlines' flight attendant uniforms

used W and It the most; China airlines' flight

attendant uniforms, W; and Japan airlines' flight

attendant uniforms, W and v the most each.

Regarding main colors, Korea airlines' uniforms

used lt/g and v/p; China airlines' uniforms, v,

dp, and s/d/dkg; and Japan airlines' uniforms,

v/dkg, and Bk.

Third, as a result of positioning

Korea/China/Japan airlines' uniform color

matching bars on Kobayashi image scale, casual

images were the most, followed by dandy

images, gorgeous images/classic images/chic

images, dynamic/pretty/elegant/coolcasual/

dandy images in order. By country, Korea

airlines' flight attendant uniforms showed classic

images, casual/pretty/elegant/chic images; China

airlines flight attendant uniforms, casual images,

dynamic/gorgeous/chic/cool casual/dandy images;

and Japan airlines' flight attendant uniforms, dandy

images, casual/gorgeous images in order in the

positioning. That is, Korean airlines' uniforms

color images reflect soft and noble Korean color

sentiment to take up classic images. Chinese

airlines' uniforms showed luxurious casual

images in reflection of its flowery and decorative

Chinese cultural characteristics. Japan's airline

uniforms are in line with national taste toward

practicality to give solemn and practical

impression with most of Japan's airlines being

positioned in the category of dandy images.

Consequentially, it was found that

Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniform colors were selected in line with each

airlines' unique C.I colors as a strategic image

marketing means. The present research is

significant in that it analyzed Korea/China/Japan

airlines' flight attendant uniforms color

characteristics and images, laying the foundation

for national identity expression and uniform

design development as a competitive airline CI.

For a subsequent study, the authors plan to
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conduct a survey on the evaluation of

Korea/China/Japan airlines' flight attendant

uniforms images and develop a design based on

the survey.
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